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Case Study - Bridge View Custom Cabinets 

Background 

Logan Michaels owner of Maverick Marketing (a marketing firm based in Lethbridge, Alberta) 

works with various business clients across Central and Southern Alberta, assisting them with 

their strategic marketing needs. Occasionally Michaels needs to outsource work due to the 

technical nature of projects or because he is simply too busy with other contract commitments. 

The latter is the reason why your organization is being approached at this time. 

“I’d like your team to come up with a solution for a company that has recently approached me,” 

says Logan Michaels (your team is one of the subcontracting companies he works with from 

time to time). “I don’t have time to work on this project myself,” says Logan. “I want you and 

your team to have a look at this and come up with a recommendation, which I could bring 

forward to Bridge View Custom Cabinets (BVCC) by the end of next week.”  

Michaels says “let me bring you up to speed on what has taken place so far and the information 

I have on this venture.” 

Introduction 

Bridge View Custom Cabinets is located in Lethbridge Alberta which has a population of 

approximately 85,000 people (living in the city) and services another 200,000 people in the 

outlying/surrounding area. The reason BVCC has approached Maverick Marketing is due to 

their lack of marketing expertise.  

The name of their cabinet company derives from the connection it has with the community. 

Bridge View Custom Cabinets chose its particular name “Bridge View” due to the railway bridge 

in the community being the largest of its kind in Canada. Bridge View is one of the “newer” 

players in the cabinet making market in Lethbridge, having only been established in the 

community for two years. 

Management 

BVCC is a family owned business. Currently BVCC is operated by Fred and Wilma Ferber (who 

are both active in the day to day operations of the business). Fred’s main role is building custom 

cabinets, installing and finishing. Wilma is the office manager, whose duties include: all 

administrative processes, managing the company web site and developing Computer Aided 

Designs (CAD) for the cabinets they build for their customers. They also have one full time 

salaried employee whose job is to assist in building the cabinets in their shop, delivering, 

installing and finishing. It should be noted that Fred also works as their only “sales person” 

which is done in-between jobs and when Fred has “extra” time. 
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Demographic Background 

- Bridge View currently targets multiple segments:  

o General Contractors (GC) 

o Individual home owners (also known as “do it yourselfers” or DIY)  

o Commercial Renovators (work with business-to-business (B2B) and business-

to-consumer (B2C) segments). 

 

- Home renovators in the DIY market tend to be Baby Boomers and Generation X.  

- Consumers purchasing starter homes tend to be Generation Y  

- Custom built homes (requiring higher-end finishes) are mainly Baby Boomers and a small  

  segment of Generation X. 

 

Lethbridge and outlying area (approximately 20 km around the city) issued 859 permits in 2010. 

The breakdown for these permits is as follows: 

 

Type of building Structure Permit Number of Permits 

New single home start ups 366 

Duplexes 42 

Residential Alterations 289 

Outlying area - new single home start ups 85 

Outlying area - duplexes 12 

Outlying area - residential alterations 65 

 

Based on what Logan has discovered, BVCC’s market segment currently consists of B2B and B2C 

clients from the Lethbridge area, with most categorized as B2B relationships with a General 

Contractor. 

Product(s) 

- Custom Cabinets, built to specifications for a general contractor; a home owner who is  

  represented by a General Contractor; or DIY home owner who is doing the work  

  independent of a general contractor. 

- Generic grade cabinets (low end cabinets for starter homes) which again are, built to the 

specifications of  a General Contractor (GC)  or home owner who are represented by a GC or 

individuals who are doing the work on their own.      
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Once original computer aided designs are made however BVCC can use these designs multiple 

times based on the home designs. 

GC’s typically have several residential home floor plans they use repeatedly thus the amount of 

computer aided designs is reduced  due to the “cookie cutter” approach for low end cabinets. 

- Refinishing cabinets. Currently BVCC will refurbish and refinish a cabinet set which includes  

  repainting and repairing cabinet sets.  

 

These cabinets can be purposed for either the kitchen or the bathroom. 

Place 

Bridge View Custom Cabinets is located in the industrial park of Lethbridge (this is where you 

would find most of the businesses who manufacture goods which are then either resold to 

other businesses or shipped to retailers for sale to ultimate consumers). Clients are welcome to 

come to BVCC for an initial meeting or Fred will come to a location the customer (prospect) 

deems appropriate. If clients come to BVCC’s shop, they meet normally with Fred and Wilma. 

 

Promotion 

 

Currently the promotion mix includes: 

• An information based web site which provides contact information, news, a list of services, a 

gallery of finished products and information about their building process. Currently there is no 

marketing of their web site. BVCC has not conducted any search engine optimization (SEO) on 

its website nor has it been promoted in any other fashion online, or through promotional 

literature. 

• Direct selling to General Contractors conducted by Fred (When Fred has a bit of “down time” 

he tries to set up meetings in the Lethbridge area).  However, Fred clearly doesn’t like the 

selling process and would rather be doing “important” work. Fred finds the overall sales process 

time consuming and stressful. Between having to prospect, make appointments, prepare 

proposals, present and follow up to see if they have landed the contract, Fred finds the selling 

process far too tedious. Fred would much rather have a hammer in his hand and sawdust on his 

work trousers. 

• Fred meets with DIY clients either at his business or at their home. His feelings regarding sales 

meetings with DIY mirror his sales experiences with general contractors. 

• For prospecting purposes, BVCC has a bound picture portfolio of kitchen and bathroom 

cabinets previously produced and installed. 

• Attending the local home and garden show which is an annual event in Lethbridge. General 

Contractors and home DIY customers attend this event as do Fred’s direct competitors. 

• Other promotional literature. Currently Bridge View Custom Cabinets has business cards and  

   a one page brochure which they give to customers and prospects. 
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• BVCC supports minor hockey in the Lethbridge area and pays for the hockey jerseys for the 

team and throws a pizza party at the end of the season which is attended by parents as well. 

 

 *Currently there is no set budget for promotion nor is there any real plan for promotional 

activities. “We sort of wing it,” says Fred. Fred did indicate that if Maverick Marketing was to 

take BVCC on as a client, Fred would earmark 10% of net sales towards advertising and 

promotion. 

 

Store Atmospherics 

 

A copy of the store layout is located in the appendices (Appendix # 3). 

Bridge View Custom Cabinets uses a typical servuction system design for their store layout 

strategy (Appendix 2). The area that customers and prospects enter to have access to the shop 

(front stage) has both reception, cabinet hardware display and a small display area (in the back) 

with some generic (low end) cabinets. The rest of the floor space in this location is dedicated to 

manufacturing cabinets (AKA back stage). 

 

Currently on the outside of the building the only sign they have is in the window of their shop 

and a building number outside on the left hand side of the entrance doors. 

 

Reception – as soon as the client walks into the store there is a desk positioned across the floor, 

and chairs for clients to sit in. A computer monitor sits on the desk which is used by Wilma for 

administrative duties and for CAD design. This is also where Wilma answers the phone. Fred 

and their employee have to enter this area as well to have access to the “back stage” of the 

operation. 

 

Display area – upon entering the shop, the wall on the left hand side of the “front stage” acts as 

a wall display for cabinet handles. This display goes from the bottom to the top of the wall, thus 

entirely covering the wall. In the back of the store several styles of generic cabinets are 

displayed, covering the far back portion of the wall. The right wall in the “front stage” area has 

nothing on it with the exception of a hockey sweater (one which the minor hockey team wears) 

and picture of the minor hockey team BVCC has sponsored for the past two years. 

 

Logan has mentioned the noticeable sawdust in the front stage area (on the floor and on the 

desk and cabinets in this room) along with some hardware on the floor in several boxes that 

will eventually be used for a job they are currently working on. 

 

Manufacturing Capacity 

 

The rest of the structure (back stage) is dedicated to building, restoring and refinishing cabinets.  
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The total space in this leased site would allow for a maximum of eight cabinets to be built per 

month. Currently BVCC builds two sets of cabinets per month. A third of these cabinets are 

custom built while the rest are generic designs for both general contractors and DIY who are  

home renovating. As well, in the first two years BVCC has averaged 6 sets of cabinets coming in 

for restoration and refinishing which on average earns $6000.00 per set of cabinets. Cost of 

goods sold is 20% of average sales. 

 

In the “back stage” they have a second floor which is approximately 15 feet by 15 feet. 

Currently this space is used to store various shop materials but it really has no dedicated use 

and basically sits empty. 

 

Price 

 

The price of cabinets can vary but base model cabinets sold by BVCC are sold on average for 

$10,000.00 while custom cabinets on average sell for $20,000.00. Price of installation is 

approximately another 20% of the value of the cabinets they make.  

 

Cost of Goods Sold is approximately 40% of the cabinets. A complete breakdown of operational 

costs is included in Appendix 1. 

 

The pricing strategy currently being used by BVCC is to match industry pricing standards. Fred 

believes they should charge basically what their competitors are charging to keep them on a 

level playing field in the industry. 

 

The only method of payment BVCC currently accepts is cheques or cash. They provide general 

contractors up to 60 days to pay but other customers must pay once the work is complete and 

signed-off by the client.  

 

Competition 

 

Including BVCC, there are six main competitors in the local Lethbridge market. The majority of 

these businesses are established; BVCC has only been in this local market for two years whereas 

some competitions have been in this market for ten to twenty years. You could say these 

competitors have somewhat of a “strangle hold” over a portion of the market. These 

competitors in BVCC’s market sell to both General Contractors and DIY segments as well. 

 

There are also two major home improvement stores in Lethbridge (Home Depot and Totem) 

which carry Stock Shelving units sold mainly to starter home clientele which includes both the 

General Contractors and DIY clients. 
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Economic 

 

According to an article in the Globe and Mail, the housing market in Lethbridge has been quite 

strong, however, there is some concern of a potential glut of residential homes. “Fred has 

informed me that some of the major builders in the Lethbridge area have a surplus of homes.” 

“I did a bit of digging myself and learned that there may be several hundred homes from 

approximately five major builders currently sitting on the market,” says Logan.  These homes 

could really impact BVCC due to the supply and demand scenario.  

 

Summary 

 

Fred and Wilma are concerned about the health and longevity of their business. With the 

cyclical nature of the housing market, a slowdown in housing starts and/or renovations could 

lead to problems for BVCC but the owners aren’t sure exactly where they stand and really are 

unsure as to what they should do. They have done a bit of research and realize that over 80% of 

small businesses fail after five years and they certainly do not want to be “a number” but they 

don’t know exactly what they are missing in their current business strategy. They feel they have 

a great product, room to grow and aren’t sure what more they need to do. 

 

“So that pretty much sums it up” says Logan, “I look forward to hearing what you and your 

team can do to assist BVCC with their current dilemma. “ 

 

 

Copyright 2012.  This case was prepared by Michael Madore of the University of Lethbridge, solely for use at the Vanier 

College BDC Case Challenge 2012.  No reproduction of this case is permitted without the expressed written consent of the 

author or the Vanier College BDC Challenge Organizing Committee. 
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Appendix  1 

 

 

Bridge View Custom Cabinets  

Income Statement 

For the Year Ended December 31, 2010 

Net Sales $356,000.00 

COGS $158,400.00 

Gross Profit $ 197,600.00 

  

Operational Costs  

Rent $48,000.00 

Owners Salaries $84,000.00 

Employee Salary $33,000.00 

Utilities $3,600.00 

Interest Bank Loan $7,2000.00 

Professional Fees & Licenses $3,000.00  

Total Operational Cost $178,800.00 

Net Profit (Loss) $18,800.00 
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Appendix  3 
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Utility Room 

Table 

Chairs 

Cabinet 

Displays 

Cabinet 

Handle 

display 

Customer Entrance to 

shop (front stage) 

Door to 

shop area 

(back stage) 

Service/Product Delivery System Service/Production Operating System 

Front Stage – consumers have 

access to personal. Clients wait 

and speak with people associated 

with the business in this area. 

Back stage – consumers do not 

have access to this section of the 

business…employees only….this 

is where production takes place. 

Personal Contact occurs in this section of 

the system. Managers and sales staff are 

present in this area (stage). 

SERVUCTION    SYSTEM 

Sales staff and management will flow to the 

back stage to communicate with operating 

employees. 

Service/Product Delivery System (Front Stage) 



 

Notes 

 

City of Lethbridge (Stats 2011.09.pdf) My Property Documents Available: 

http://www.lethbridge.ca/living-here/My-Property/Documents/Stats%202011.09.pdf 

 

Cost Helper (Silicon Valley) San Jose, CA http://www.costhelper.com/cost/home-

garden/kitchen-cabinets.html 

Essentials of Service Marketing  1st ed., ed. Christopher Lovelock, Jochen Wirtz, Patricia Chew: 

(Prentice Hall – Pearson Education South Asia Pte Ltd. 2009). P 46 

The Globe and Mail - Dianne Nice, June 1, 2011 Available: 

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/globe-investor/personal-finance/home-cents/is-envy-

driving-canadians-home-reno-plans/article2041279/ 
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